Since the publication of this article, the authors have noticed that the total gene models (45,985), tandem arrays (2077), tandem genes (4963), redundancy removed (43,099), syntenic genes (39,858), nonsyntenic genes (3241), genes on chromosomes (45,411), genes on scaffolds (574) of B. rapa reference genome v3.0 were mistaken in the article.
Since the publication of this article, the authors have noticed that the total gene models (45, 985) , tandem arrays (2077), tandem genes (4963), redundancy removed (43,099), syntenic genes (39,858), nonsyntenic genes (3241), genes on chromosomes (45,411), genes on scaffolds (574) of B. rapa reference genome v3.0 were mistaken in the article.
For B. rapa reference genome v3.0, the total gene models should be 46,250, tandem arrays should be 2317, tandem genes should be 5584, redundancy removed should be 42,983, syntenic genes should be 39,901, nonsyntenic genes should be 3082, genes on chromosomes should be 45,595 and genes on scaffolds should be 655.
We also update the genes on the three subgenomes in Supplementary table s14 .
The authors would like to apologize for these errors.
Supplementary Information accompanies this paper at (https://doi.org/ 10.1038/s41438-019-0210-y).
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